ALUMINIUM BASEBOARDS
modern lipstick to your floor

FASHIONABLE – incribed into the ambiance
Let us imagine futuristic of loft-like interiors with brick or architectural concrete walls with a
metalized
baseboard band. Or how about a charming pastel child’s bedroom wih a baseboard in vivid
turquoise or
lavender color? We could also bravely imagine a long, endless hotel corridor still sinking in night's
dusk with anthracite baseboards with subtle LED lighting… our imagination is rich and possibilities
manifold.

PATENTED - original product registered as an
invention (number. p.421104) titled: “Aluminum
Baseboards System with LED lighting or with an aluminum
cover without lighting”.

DURABULITY – the highest possible
Main profiles of the baseboards are made of 100% aluminum
alloy which guarantees:
- high rigidity and precise fit of the profiles
- high sturdiness of the surface as well as lacquer and
anoda coating
- high resistance to mechanical damage, dirt or
dampness

COLORS – all you can imagine
Gather all the colors of MDF baseboards, wood-like
plastic baseboards, natural finish of metal
baseboards, add to them all the lacquers from RAL
palette as well as structural lacquer palette, wide
variety of anoda and inox, every here and there
add subtle LED lighting and you will be able to meet
eye to eye with our product.

FUNCTIONALITY – diverse options of
assembly
Minimalists opt for straight lines and bends without
any unnecessary additions or cover caps. They
would want to join baseboards without outer
connectors or corners, no problem! Old, beautiful
interiors, as the name indicates, are old and
beautiful. However, they have one drawback- a
single drop of water doesn't drip down the wall but
drips off the wall in a perfectly vertical way. And the
wall? ….. It simply wanders off- again, no problem!

Outer corners and connectors, also made of
aluminum, will effectively level uneven walls and
their corners. Lower compensative gasket will hide
awkward floor waving.

IDEAL PLACES
We will find them in architecturally interesting
houses, at those who value durability and
practicality of finishing, long hotel corridors,
modern offices, lobbies of public buildings or all
kinds of training and banquet rooms as well as disco
places.

FLAT BASEBOARD - VARIANTS AND ASSEMBLY METHODS

P-LP-001-ASSEMBLY METHOD 1.1
ANGLE 45OCUT PROFILES
(WITHOUT CONNECTORS)

P-LP-001-ASSEMBLY METHOD 1.2
STRAIGHT CUT 90O PROFILES
(with cover caps)

P-LP-001-ASSEMBLY METHOD 1.3
BASEBOARDS WITH COVER
CONNECTORS

CHAMFERED BASEBOARD - VARIANTS AND ASSEMBLY METHOD

P-LP-002-ASSEMBLY METHOD 2.1
O

ANGLE 45 CUT PROFILES
(WITHOUT CONNECTORS)

P-LP-002-ASSEMBLY METHOD 2.2
BASEBOARDS WITH COVER
CONNECTORS

FLAT BASEBOARD - variants of LED covers and profile clip
P-LP-001 (10x90mm)
Pin

Inner connector
Inner corner

CONVEX

Alu. clip in
baseboard color

FLAT

SUPER FLAT

THE BEST
QUALITY

Pin

gasket leveling

CHAMFERED BASEBOARD

- variants of LED covers and profile clip

Pin

Alu. clip in
baseboard color

CONVEX

FLAT

SUPER FLAT

Inner connector
Inner corner

THE BEST
QUALITY

Pin
gasket leveling

AVAILABLE COLORS
MAIN BASEBOARD PROFILES
P-LP-001, P-LP-002

LED COVERS

CLIP PROFILE P-PS-001

COVER CONNECTORS

STANDARD COLORS

STANDARD COLORS

STANDARD COLORS

RAL 7047 mat

RAL 7047 mat

RAL 7047 mat

frosted milk, transparent

RAL 9016 mat

RAL 9016 mat

RAL 9016 mat

frosted milk, transparent

NONSTANDARD COLORS

NONSTANDARD COLORS

NONSTANDARD COLORS
frosted milk, transparent

RAL palette

RAL palette

ANODA STANDARD

RAL palette

ANODA STANDARD

ANODA SILVER

ANODA SILVER

ANODA NONSTANDARD
ANODA GRAPHITE
ANODA INOX

frosted milk, transparent

RAL 7016 or anoda anthracite
similar lacquer

frosted milk, transparent

ANODA NONSTANDARD
ANODA GRAPHITE
ANODA INOX

OTHER ANODA COLORS

AVAILABLE FOR REQUEST

inox similar lacquer

ANODA SIMILAR LACQUER

frosted milk, transparent

STRUCTURAL PAINTS

STRUCTURAL PAINTS
COLOR PALETTE "TIGER"

RAL 9006 or anoda silver similar
lacquer

NO OPTIONS

COLOR PALETTE "TIGER"

frosted milk, transparent

PLAESE NOTE: All colors shown in the folder are approximate. Current colors may different compare to those shown in
the folder. All visuals and images show the product in a similar way and do not reflect the current effects which depend
on: Real colors of materials, methods and quality of assembly, exposure ,light direction etc.
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